
Errata – Toward Apocalypticism

Page Is written Should be written

8 this paragraph.s this paragraph.
12 the redactor for TI in its final form the redactor for TI
24 and Malachi is difficult. and Malachi.
29 Sitz im der Literatur Sitz in der Literatur
27 the fourth step the third step
63 is 65:1–7 begins is 65:1–7, begins
63 [line] c [line] b
63 [line] e [line] d
64 [c] לבנימ [c] לבנים
72 At least up to 66:4 At least up to 66:2–4
72 at least five words at least six words
73 only in 63:3a only in 65:3a
80 in Isa 65:6c in Isa 65:6c–d
89 [b] except in 65:9a [b] except in 65:9b
89 [b] refers back to 9a [b] refers back to 9b
96 (v. 8e, ׁשחת hiphil) (v. 8c, ׁשחת hiphil)
104 is also implied also in is also implied in
108 prefixed coǌugations (imperfect) prefixed coǌugations (yiqtol)
112 The Book of Watchers (henceforth BWatch) BWatch
121 the rebellious in 65:1c the rebellious in 65:1c–d
123 [n19] in v. 17–18 [n19] in vv. 17–18
125 in the next chapter of this work, ,
136 in the second line. in the third and fourth line.
143 also in cludes freedom also includes freedom
144 New Jerusalem blessings New Jerusalem
145 Verse 23c says: Verse 23c–d says:
146 This line reflects These lines reflect
147 illustrates that the impact illustrates the impact
158 [f] ”Let the Lord be glorified [f] ”Let YHWH be glorified
158 [g] in 1QIsaa [g] in 1QIsaa

159 (”Hear the word of the Lord, ”Hear the word of YHWH,
159 rectifivation rectification
162 the practices in the Second Temple the Second Temple
162 in Isa 66:1–2a in Isa 66:1
165 (v. 1e). (v. 1d–e).
176 Isa 49:13b and 54:11f Isa 49:13 and 54:11–17
178 turns to YHWH turn to YHWH
178 ”So I will ”So I myself will
179 assurance to assurance regarding
180 v. 12b is repeated v. 12c–f
180 literally in 66:4c–d literally in 66:4c–f

Page Is written Should be written

180 their sodomite rebellion their rebellion
183 (65:13d, 14a, 18) (65:13f, 14a, 18)
185 intervention of. intervention.
198 The five spiritual aspects The four spiritual aspects
201 in Isa 65:6c–e in Isa 65:6c–d
210 king Darius Persian
210 Darius the Persian king
210 Darius the Persians
211 actually the very point actually be the very point
211 [n32] היל [n32] חיל
217 66:7–8, 14b 66:7–8, 14a
225 also highlights also also highlights
227 [n89] is נחם is used 3 times [n89] is נחם used 3 times
229 in 65:6b and in 65:6c–d and
229 in 66:6b. in 66:c.
230 As an post-exelic As a post-exilic
240 [b] to the previous line (v. 14a). [b] to the previous line (v. 14c).
243 after the first line in v. 14 after the second line in v. 14
248 that these ancestor that these ancestors
249 who call themselves for who call themselves
254 the ideas of a the ideas of an
254 from the temple! […] ”repaying from the temple! […] repaying
268 he will make peace, […] he will make peace, […]”
276 in the book as whole in the book as a whole
283 gathers and reveals his God’s glory gathers and reveals his glory
284 not sent out either to tell not sent out to tell
286 is key here is a key here
288 ”your brothers” in v 20 ”your brothers” in v. 20
296 ”create” (ברא) ”create” (ברא).
305 the nations’ escapees of. the nations’ escapees.
312 them in v. 12c–7 them in v. 12c–f
313 in 66:18–19 if not the assumed in 66:18–19 could be assumed


